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Futures: Short Term View / Levels 
 

EU50 Future (VG1)      Daily Chart 
 
Position  Supports Resistances Position Size 

Short 3391 3354 3336 3319 3282 
3286 (Gap)  3282 3253  

      3418 3441 3481 3502 
 

100%  

 

The future broke above 3391 last week with the bullish candle in that session suggesting more upside form 

that close and the SX5E daily cash chart also broke above its own key level at 3469 at the same time.  

However I said then that any rally in the SX5E would soon run into a major resistance at 3522 and the 200 day 

MA (3511) which would limit any profit from a long (see below) and that I therefore preferred to wait for 

bearish signals around that area as short triggers. 

The rejection of the opening gap above 3418 on 19th left a small Bearish Engulfing candle, which was a sign of 

limited further upside and, whilst such candles are not the strongest of sell signals, I said at the time that I was 

happy to be short once again in small size with a view to moving to full size should further such signals appear. 

There had been no such signals until yesterday when the future once again rejected the opening gap higher 

from where it sold off into the close. I said in my email updates at the cash close and around 7pm that I would 

look to move to full size on a close below 3427, which would leave a larger engulfing candle, and that candle 

was confirmed at the 3414 close. The daily cash chart also made a session high a couple of point s above that 

key 3522 level but it held on a closing basis and I comment on that below. 

Yesterdays’ candle on the futures chart is a sign of limited upside and I would expect downward momentum 

to increase should the 3391 support fail. As with the cash chart the future also continues to trade below the 

neckline of a large top pattern. 

 

https://twitter.com/louiscaptech?lang=fr
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The SX5E daily cash chart shows the index making a session high a couple of points above the key 3522 

resistance and failing to gain ground following the previous days’ close above the 200 day MA (in blue). 

I said in the weekend note that I would be very surprised to see 3522 fail at the first test and, whilst 

yesterdays’ Spinning Top was more a sign of indecision around that key area than a clear sell signal, still see no 

reason to be long here and expect a move lower from this area. 

The index also continues to trade below the neckline of a bearish top pattern, whose measured target at 3216 

has yet to be reached on pullbacks, and the moving averages have now shown a clear reversal in medium 

term momentum for a number of weeks.  
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Similarly the SX7E continues to trade below the neckline of its own bearish top pattern and the rally from the 

key 122.28 support reached my ‘sell area’ on Monday, although this daily chart had yet to leave any reversal 

signals to suggest an imminent pullback from that area.  

Yesterday saw the sector sell off from the opening levels but the 131.26 Marabuzo support, derived from the 

previous days’ candle, held on a closing basis as the sector rallied into the close.  

The resulting Hanging Man candle is bearish, despite the close near the highs, but is not the strongest of 

signals and therefore needs confirmation before committing to a full size short. 

 

US 10 Year Yields rallied as expected last week following the bullish Flag pattern but I still expect upside to be 

limited as the rally nears the longer term downtrend and key resistance at 3.0707.  
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DAX Future (GX1)      Daily Chart 

The break above key short term resistance at 12,476 last week allowed for more short term upside but the 

future still needed a CLOSE above 12,598 to leave a higher closing high.  

That level held on a closing basis on Wednesday and any further rally would also need to break above both 

the 200 day MA and a key resistance at 12,731 before a sustained move higher. 

The candles since have not been clear sell signals though and I said in my last few notes that I would therefore 

wait for such signals to appear before committing to a short. The future had also yet to break below the 

12,528 Marabuzo support, derived from the bullish candle left by the break above 12,476.  

I said in yesterdays’ note that Mondays’ Hanging Man candle was a bearish signal, although not the strongest, 

and suggested limited further upside. I therefore saw no reason to be long at those levels and yesterdays’ 

rejection of the opening gap higher left a large engulfing candle as the future broke sold off from its 200 day 

MA to close below the Marabuzo support. That candle is a sign that the rally has run its course in this time 

frame and I am therefore happy to be short here as a result. 
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FTSE Future (Z 1)    Daily Chart 

The rally from the lows reached my ‘sell area’, where the neckline of a large top pattern coincides with the 

200 day MA a couple of sessions ago but this daily chart had yet to offer any bearish reversal signals to 

suggest a move lower. 

That was until yesterday when the opening gap higher was rejected and the resulting Bearish Engulfing candle 

is a sign of limited further upside. 

I expect the move lower to resume from this area following that candle and therefore see no reason to be 

long here. 
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S&P 500 Future (ES1)  Daily Chart 

 
Position Supports Resistances Position Size 

Short 2608 (200 day MA) 2593.5 
2550.75 2506  

2647 2665.5 2698 2727 2754.75  
2792 

25% 

 

The imperfect Shooting Star last Tuesday was a sign that the rally had lost momentum and that was 
followed by an engulfing candle in the next session, which was a further indication that upside was 
limited in this time frame. 
 
I said at the time that I was therefore happy to be short following such price action, especially there was 
also a downtrend intact above which will limit upside. My position size was just 50% though as 
positioning becomes more of a challenge in this time frame as the longer term uptrend gets ever-closer 
to that short term downtrend. 
 
In my email updates yesterday I suggested reducing shorts to 25% size on a test of the short term 
uptrend and was using 2614 as my level to do so. Annoyingly the future made a session low two points 
above there from where it staged a small rally into the close but the resulting candle is not a reason to be 
long and I will be looking to ADD to my short once again on a failure of the uptrend and 200 day MA. I am 
still using a CLOSE below the 2593.5 support as the trigger to do so. 
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I missed out on reducing my short at the uptrend yesterday but did so following the bullish Doji on this 
60 min chart which suggested an intra-day rally from that area. I see no reason to be long though with 
any conviction as a break below the yellow triangle would now leave a bearish Pennant Continuation 
Pattern which, if confirmed, would suggest more downside. 

 
The daily cash chart also shows a slowdown in momentum and Wednesdays’ Doji at the 2709.79 gap 
resistance was a sign of indecision around those levels, although not a clear sell signal. The drift lower 
from there took the index back below its 50 and 100 day Moving Averages and the downtrend above will 
limit upside whilst intact. The move lower from that downtrend gathered pace yesterday and is now 
nearing a support area between a medium term uptrend and the 200 day MA, which would make a good 
area to be taking some short term profit on shorts, but I would not be long here without bullish reversal 
signals as a failure would allow for a deeper correction. 
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The NDX is closing on its uptrend here and, as I said in the weekend note, there is also a POTENTIAL top 
pattern forming. 
 
That pattern requires a break below the neckline before being confirmed and I will update should that 
occur.  
The lower high on the last rally from the uptrend is a bearish signal and I would therefore not be 
surprised to see that happen.  
 
The target would be around the longer term uptrend should the pattern be confirmed. 
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Note that these are short-term views that may differ from the longer-term view in my weekly overview. 

Also note that these are general comments about markets and the time frames may not always match your 
investment criteria. As always position sizing is more important than the ideas and levels. 

I always encourage clients to ask for chart views and asset allocation ideas that have been written 
specifically for them and their individual time frames and risk tolerances. 

If you would like to play any of these ideas through derivatives our options desk will be happy to suggest 
strategies. 

 
 
 
Important notice / disclaimer  
 
All market data for the above has been provided by Bloomberg unless otherwise noted 
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specific recommendations or views contained in this research report. Louis Capital Markets UK LLP has effective organisational and administrative arrangements set up within 
the firm for the prevention and avoidance of conflicts of interest with respect to research Recommendations, including information barriers.This document is for the use of the 
addressees only and is not intended for nor should be disseminated to Retail Customers as defined in Directive 2004/39/EC. It may not be copied or distributed to any other 
person without the written consent of Louis Capital Markets UK LLP and may not be distributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other class of persons. Louis Capital 
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of its partners, members, employees or any affiliated company accepts liability for any loss arising from the use of this document or its contents. It is provided for informational 
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